Wine Tasting with a Master of Wine
A Master of Wine has passed rigorous examination by the UK Institute of Masters of Wine to ensure
the highest degree of theoretical and practical knowledge and understanding of wines of the world.
Only 17 Australian wine experts have attained this internationally prestigious qualification.

Perfect for your next corporate event

With over 20 years of presenting experience Rob Geddes, MW can tailor his fascinating, informative
and entertaining presentations to suit your event needs and objectives while taking into account
the audience’s wine knowledge. From sophisticated black tie or business events to fun and informal
conference entertainment and wine games. Rob can customise to any bugdet.

Choose a theme to suit your needs

Rob’s wide ranging wine knowledge enables him to present across a broad range of Australian and
international wine subjects including:
Vertical tastings of Penfolds Grange - from talking over a glass of sherry with Max in the mid 1980s
to tasting back to 1961, Rob’s encyclopaedic knowledge of Grange is spectacular.
Bordeaux first growths; Bordeaux left bank and right compared; or Burgundy Grand Cru - Since 1989
Rob has continued to visit the top properties in Bordeaux and Burgundy and brings to life their stories, wines
and the owners plans and dreams.
Virtual tasting tours of wine regions - Let your toungue do the walking with Rob’s tasting tour in your
boardroom.
Tasting for putters - Rob can create the ideal corporate golf day tasting a different wine from around the
world at each hole. Suitable for large groups only.
Insider wine industry secrets - Winemakers come and go, properties rise and fall - entertaining anecdotes,
fascinating real life stories and up to date information from Rob’s tasting of over 3,000 wines a year.
Finding value in premium wines - What and who is on the way up and who is on the way down and who do
you trust to tell you?
Riedel Dinner Presentation - The classic glass comparison tasting in a restaurant of your choice. Guests
leave with $200 worth of state of the art tasting glasses.
Regional European food and wine matching - Enjoy learning from Rob’s years studying the Italian, Spanish
and French wine and cuisine.
Australian regional food and wine matching - Find out which wine is best with Kangaroo and other bush
tucker plus much more..

“He is free with his
opinions and years of
teaching, marketing and
studying wine have armed
him with a mix of fascinating
trivia, informed research
and the ability to place himself
comfortably in the shoes of the
wine driker.” The Age 11.12.07

To discuss how Rob can make your next corporate event unique & memorable phone: (02) 9966 0631
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